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ABSTRACT 

With the rapid growth of smartphone technology, it is now commonplace to upload & download 

videos as part of digital social networking. More incidents are being recorded on video than ever 

before, so the information on them is more valuable than ever. In this paper, we give a full review of 

how to get information from video content & find fakes. In this context, we look at different modern 

methods for detecting video fakes, computer vision & (ML) methods like (DL). We also discuss 

recurring resource, legal, also technical issues, as well as the challenging of applying Deep learning 

for the task, such as the theory underpinning DL, CV, restricted, datasets, real-time processing, ML, 

employed with IoT-based devices. This survey also lists common video forensics analysis & 

investigation products. In this survey we examine video content information extraction & counterfeit 

detection in detail, which, as far as we know, has not been done before. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Video content authentication has become a major issue as deep learning (DL) techniques improve & 

visual editing apps gain popularity. Video improvement has also garnered interest recently. De-

blocking, noise reduction, & night contrast are covered. (VMF) is more vital than ever to ensure visual 

media accuracy & improve surveillance camera footage. Due to DL-based video forgeries & automated 

surveillance. Video material has been utilized as evidence in several legal proceedings worldwide. 

Because it's easier & more accurate to falsify recordings, video forensics is crucial for validating such 

evidence. Forged videos can be used to produce fake news or manipulate movie frames to mask a 

breach. Post-COVID workplace changes have made video communications the norm & permanently 

impacted how people communicate in business, banking, education, healthcare, & socially. Addressing 

these concerns has become more important. Communication is increasingly dependent on video 

authenticity. Fake videos on social media caused individuals to lose faith in the news & cease seeking 

the truth, according to a survey. In April 2018, BuzzFeed Video posted a video of Barack Obama talking 

directly the camera (BuzzFeedVideo, 2018) to demonstrate political news deception. The first 35 

seconds of the clip showed Obama's face, then his statements got worse. The split-screen featuring 

Obama on the left & Jordan Peele, prominent US comedian, right shows how online films can be 
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misinterpreted almost halfway through the film. AI synchronized lipsync & facial expressions. The 

video quickly went popular due to its quiet theme. Maras & Alex&rou (2018) discussed how Deepfake 

algorithms replicate movements, voices, & variations to make fake movies look authentic. As hardware 

& software improve, making these videos becomes easier, the writers noted. Video forensics can 

discover false videos & more. As the number of digital devices that can create & retain video data 

grows, does the need to recognize fakes & derive usable information from such data. Hence, video 

forensics processes video data for court evidence. Xiao said video evidence is compared to well-known 

photos of persons, vehicles, attire, & weaponry. 

Because of their popularity, videos are everywhere. Video forensics is significant because bogus movies 

are more common & deep learning can extract data from videos. Because false recordings touch people's 

daily lives & automated video monitoring is rising, studying how to recognize them is more vital than 

ever. So, we will study video forensics to learn about data collection & forgery. This survey required a 

ten-year literature review. This review covered "video forensics," "analysis," "forgery detection," & 

"information extraction." Video forensics tools required much research to use. Below are our significant 

accomplishments. We explain image & video forensics first. 

 In this article, we examine the most recent methods (ML & CV) for video forensics that have 

been put forth in recent years. 

 We look at active & passive video forgery, frame forgery, & different methods for video forgery 

that use DL. 

 Along with talking about how to find copy-moves, we also talk about how to get data out of 

videos, how to fake videos, & how to improve videos. 

 We list the difficulties users & researchers in video forensics have to deal with. 

 We give a discussion on several tools used in video forensics for finding evidence. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Combining video pictures creates a moving picture. frames. Resolution & FPS vary. A movie's 

resolution is its pixels per frame, while FPS is its frame rate. Videos are admissible in court. Hence, 

"video forging" has evolved to manipulate video material. Copy-move forgery & copy-paste fraud are 

prominent video faking methods. Copy-move forgeries involve moving a component of an image to 

hide information. Copy-move involves editing video frames and also Copy-paste forgeries change a 

video scene's meaning (Tembe & Thombre). Figure 2 shows copy-move forgeries. To alter videos, add, 

switch, or remove frames in any order. Milani e divided video forgery detection into active & passive 

categories. Active forgery detection watermarks or digitally signs videos. Pre-processing slows video 

clip production. As counterfeit videos cannot recover the digital signature & watermark, the video will 

be assumed to be fake. However, altering a movie to examine statistical correlations is a passive forgery 

detection strategy. The film is fake if the correlations don't match. Deep learning CNN model by Yao 

et al. (2017) detects object-based counterfeiting. This model uses five layers to swiftly gather high-

dimensional information before pre-processing video frames, unlike typical CNN. 
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Xiao et al. (2019) say video forensics includes movie evidence. Face detection & keyframe discovery 

help prosecutors find evidence in crime scene videos. Keyframe extraction makes video from summary 

keyframes of video sequences. Many communities struggle with keyframe selection. video tampering 

detection block diagram. 

 

RELATED WORK 

 
A lot of video can be forensically examined. Video forensics research increased. Video forensics research 

surveys are summarized below. Shahraki et al. (2013) examined typical features & pros & cons of current 

video forensics software. Video forensics tool & product features were surveyed recently (Alsmirat et al., 

2020). Wahab et examined active & passive video counterfeiting detection methods. Wahab et al. 

suggested improving passive video detection methods since basic distortions can be examined & 

identified, digital data semantics differ from digital evidence authenticity, & passive video detection 

systems can be improved. Complex distortions are harder to find. Kaur & Jindal's 2020b survey studied 

ways of video tampering that occur both between and within frames, whereas Sowmya & Chennamma's 

2015 survey examined active & passive methods. Recent research have described many goods & their pros 

& cons. No survey included all video forensics detection methods & product information. This survey 

discusses connected survey article restrictions. 
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Table 1. A comparison of reviews & surveys on deepfakes. 

 

Reference DF 

Detection 

Timeline Published Scope 

[25] Image/Video 2019 Arxiv Covers how 

deepfakes are made & how to find them 

from 2017 to 2020, but 

there aren't many studies from 2020. 

[26] Image 2020 Elsevier The survey only looks at studies on how to 

change a person's face. It doesn't look at how 

to make or 

find deepfake videos. 

[27] Image/Video 2021 Arxiv Along with the deepfake datasets, recent 

work on face synthesis, attribute 

manipulation, identity switch, & expression 

swap is addressed. 

[28] Image/Video 2021 ACM Focuses on how different deep learning 

networks can be used to make & 

finddeepfakes. 

Well- known structures from other 

subjects are also 

covered. 

[29] Image/Video 2021 Springer Covers a brief overview of the tools used to 

make & find 

deepfakes, as well as a small number of 

studies. 

Current Image/Video 2022 Sensors Focuses on recent research on how to make 

deepfakes & how to find them. It looks at 

deepfake tweets as well as images & videos. 

There are a lot of new studies about well-

known 

deepfake apps & methods. 

 

Forgery Detection technique 

Video forensics approaches are described here. Information extraction follows video forgery detection. 

Tables 4 & 5 list several of this essay's strategies with brief descriptions. Product information and video 

forensics in one survey. This survey examines the linked survey articles' limitations. 

Deep Fake Detection 

DL models made this. Auto encoders create feature maps from picture frames. Decoding another image 

creates the bogus image. Image 4 illustrates deep fake generation. Several algorithms use discrepancies 

to detect deep fake videos. Li suggested detecting deep fake films by their absence of realistic eye 

blinking. Li & Lyu suggested using closed-eyelid photos during the deep fake generator's training phase 
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to eliminate this mismatch. Yang et al. did it differently. Yang et al. (2019) detected forgeries using in-

depth fake films & inconsistent head orientations. Li & Lyu found no Using puppet master deep fakes 

or lip syncing (2018). McCloskey & Albright (2018) used generational adversarial network color 

artifacts to detect deep-fake pictures (GAN). According to Li & Lyu, targeting specific local regions of 

deep fake video frames with this technique is uncertain (2018). Someone offered Mesonet, which 

contained the algorithms Meso no 4 and MesoInception no 4, to identify Face-2-Face forged movies 

and deep false videos. As a neural network could not identify both types of forgeries, two strategies 

were chosen. Li et al. Afchar's approach overfit to self-generated deep fakes, according to Li & Lyu 

(2018). They then used face warping artifacts to detect deep-fake films better than Mesonet. employed 

XcepTemporal, in order to recognize the temporal and spatial hallmarks of deep-fake videos, CNN 

architecture latent convolutional representations, bidirectional recurrent structures, and entropy-based 

cost functions. Pair learning and two-branch patch architecture were presented (PCNN). The first 

branch distinguishes between genuine and fake face patches, while the second branch, which detects 

deep fakes, records the differences between the face region and the non-facial region. Guarnera 

collected local attributes using expectation maximization for GAN modeling (EM). Wang found that 

neuron firing patterns finer information & feed into an external binary neural network were efficient & 

resistant to four well-known perturbation attacks. 

Hence, most deep fake detection research uses many DL algorithms. Most study focuses on deep-fake 

film defects. DL models' feature extraction is used to boost performance & robustness. GAN adversarial 

training creates deep fakes. Fooling an algorithmic detector & iterating makes deep fakes more 

convincing. When they learn new detection methods, people can better avoid AI-based detection 

systems. 

Pixel motion-based detection methods 

To identify motion fraud, a movie is broken down into individual frames based on their pixels. To create 

a connection between the newly forged and original frames, Lin altered the pixel alignment of a copy-

move section on a deteriorating frame. There is a spatial relationship between the authentic and false 

clips.. Wang suggested using ordered frames to compare frames & find more. Forgeries on static frames 

rendered the approach useless. Mathai predicted error notions for each unique block from each video 

frame using arithmetic moment descriptors. 52% of the st&ardized cross-correlation forgeries 

establishing threshold matches. Wu's team (2014) The velocity field showed a consistency-based 

strategy for detecting movie inter-frame forgeries. The velocity field consistency method calculates 

time-related displacements by comparing nearby video frames. Frame duplication & deletion should 

cause displacement. Zhang didn't find the updated location. Wang developed optical flow analysis to 

detect fakes. The OF is apparent brightness pattern movement velocity distribution. Unlike counterfeit 

processes, optical flows (OFs) vary almost continuously in movies. 

Computing weight limits this strategy. Al-Sanjary developed copy-move forgery detection that analyzes 

optical flow fluctuation to identify harmonic movement in video frames. Al-Sanjary suggested an 

optical flow discrepancy-based method. Dynamic temporal warping (DTW) matching compares object 

movement displacement trajectories to find the duplicate. Zhang et al. (2016) upgraded Wu & Wang's 

(2014) approach (2014). The (MVP) & its variation factor were employed to detect frame deletion & 

duplication, with inter-frame forgeries' discontinuity points. It detected frame deletions better. 

McCloskey & Albright used generational adversarial network color artifacts to detect deep-fake pictures 

(GAN). According to Li & Lyu, targeting specific local regions of deepfake video frames with this 

technique is uncertain (2018). Afchar suggested Mesonet, which contained Meso no 4 also 
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MesoInception no 4 algorithms, to detect deep false & Face2Face forged videos. As a neural network 

could not identify both types of forgeries, two strategies were chosen. Li et al.  Li showed that face 

warping artifacts could detect deep-fake films more accurately than Mesonet, although Afchar's 

technique overfit to those videos because it used a self-generated dataset. 

 

Temporal and spatial characteristics of deep-fake films were identified by Chintha using 

XcepTemporal, a CNN architecture It uses latent convolutional representations, bidirectional recurrent 

structures, and entropy-based cost functions. The two-branch patch-and-pair learning architecture was 

presented by Li et al. (2020b) (PCNN). The face in the video is broken up into patches that are sent to 

the first branch, where they are analyzed to determine whether they are real or fake. The second branch 

then uses this information to effectively detect deep fakes by keeping track of the differences between 

the face region and the non-face region. Guarnera et al. (2020) used expectation maximization (EM) to 

extract local features for use in their GAN simulation. An external binary neural network fed neuron 

activation patterns that captured finer information, as discovered by Wang et al. (2020), was both 

effective and resilient to four well-known perturbation attacks. 

Detecting Interframe forgeries 

Inter-frame manipulation involves copying, adding, or removing frames in a movie (Kaur & Jindal, 

2020b). It may replicate or reorder video frames, making it a counterfeit. "Frame duplication" here 

indicates copying. & pasting frames from one video into another.  Inter-frame video fraud detection 

methods & datasets. Inter-frame video forgeries involve duplicating, relocating, or splicing a video 

.Sharma developed & deployed multiple algorithms for detecting fraudulent & cloned videos. Wang & 

Farid's 2007 video had non-overlapping frames. The frames appeared in the same order throughout the 

video. 2010 saw more residue features & cross-modal subspace transformation methods.  

Many scholars used (PSNR) to calculate movie motion (Khammar, 2012). This was used to check for 

editing. Wang & Farid (2006) found 3-D ballistic motion in movie flights, indicating that gravity affects 

the object's journey. Stamm employed motion prediction error to detect video frame additions & 

deletions, while Conotter targeted moving objects with geometric video. Some writers suggest 

counterfeit detection using MPEG compression techniques. Wang & Farid (2006) found static & 

temporal distortions in twice-compressed videos. Bakas used the prediction footprint variation (PFV) 

pattern to identify outlier P-frames. Fadl et al. (2020a) employed HOG to detect inter-frame forgeries. 

Grabb's test found irregularities using correlation coefficients. Motion energy images (MEIs) detected 

duplicate & scrambled frames. Fadl et al. (2020b) detected frame duplication by taking average shot 

time. The Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix extracts features from feature vectors to detect frame 

duplication by comparing surrounding vectors (GLCM). Kaur & Jindal (2020a) employed a complete 

convolutional neural network to identify faked frames using frame spatial & temporal correlation. Inter-

frame forgeries have been detected using various methods. Most experiments employ REWIND. 

Researchers often discover counterfeits using frame optical flow. REWIND dataset accuracy is 89%. 
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Table 2: Survey methodology summarized work 

 

Reference Year Technique Dataset Input Best result 

Rezende et al. [22] 

 

2016 Resnet 

50 

 

Tokuda et al[50] 

 

 

images  

 

Acc 

94.05% 

 

 

Sengur et al. [23] 

 

2017 AlexNe t, 

VGG16 

 

 

NUAA [61], 

& CASIA- 

FASD 

[62] 

 

 

images  

 

94.01% 

 

Khodabakhsh et al. [26] 

 

2018 CNN 

 

Fake face in the 

wild 

Fine  

details 

from high 

 

pass filters 

 

99.40% 

 

Marra et al. [49] 2020 Incepti 

onV3, LSTM 

 

Video from 

multiple 

websites 

Videos  

 

99.60% 

 

Li et al. [28] 2021 CNN 

 

Private Data image  94.00% 

Li et al. [59] 

 

2022 CNN 

 

UADFV, 

Deepfak 

E 

Videos 89.55% 

Other methods 

Ulloa used two Convolutional Nural Network-based models to detect video manipulation in colorized 

& original images. Huang et al. (2017) detected bogus frame insertions using multi-level subtraction. 

They used video features such distinct objects not moving between frames, the same light direction, & 

the same pixel intensity to be computationally efficient. These details determined video frame addition. 

A redesigned Human Activities Database gave Huang et al. 93.66% accuracy. If the detection criteria 

change quickly, this strategy will provide more false positives. Kono et al. (2019) demonstrated 

convolutional LSTM, a new DL method that used video spatial & temporal components to identify 

forgeries. The authors developed a wide forgery detection system after realizing previous algorithms 

focused on specific forgeries. 

They trained the model using CDnet2014 & hosting side flicks & found it insufficient. So, despite 

technological constraints, targeting specific types of forgeries was more successful. Su used exponential 

Fourier moment to identify duplicate video sections (EFM). This method divides frames into many 

overlapping patches. These patches tracked & searched for counterfeit locations throughout the video. 

93.1% accuracy. This method only works for area duplication, not other frauds. Zhao et al. (2018) 

proposed histogram matching for forgery detection. When properly gathered, this method reportedly 
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detects 99% of movies. This strategy works best without abrupt scene shifts. FFT is used to quickly 

learn & find altered visual data. 

Table 3. Detailed Introduction to Deepfake Face Applications 

Tools Link & Features 

DeepFaceLab https:///ohgithub.com/iperov/DeepFaceLab. 

 

 –Cut training time by 3 hours. 

 –Better performance for adapting to poses & expressions. 

 Sharp features of the face, like the eyes & teeth. 

 –Helps improve the quality of images by supporting large datasets with up to 100k 

images. 

 –Allows lip manipulation, head replacement, do-aging, & other similar things. 

FSGAN https://github.com/YuvalNirkin/fsgan. 

Face switching and reenactment can be applied on any two faces, even new ones. 

 Change both your position & how you feel [57]. 

DiscoFaceGAN https://github.com/microsoft/DiscoFaceGAN. 

 –Makes pictures of the faces of virtual people with hidden features like identity, 

expression, posture, & lighting that don't affect each other. 

 –When doing adversarial learning, you might want to use 3D priors [58]. 

FaceShifter https:///ohlingzhili.com/FaceShifterPage.com 

 High-fidelity face swapping by using & combining the target features. No special 

training is needed to use any fresh face combination [59]. 

AvatarMe https://github.com/lattas/AvatarMe.com 

 –Makes a 3D face from r&om photos taken 

"in the wild." A 3D face with a resolution of 4 thousand and 6 thousand can be rebuilt 

from a single low-quality 

 

FORENSIC TOOLS OVERVIEW 

 

Since technology has improved, investigators need methods to filter through multimedia devices' vast 

amounts of content. Investigators must make sure their equipment works & is correctly set up (Horsman, 

2018) to present credible evidence in court. Multimedia forensic investigation tools have been created 

in the last decade. Teel Tech Canada provides video forensics technologies. To underst& more about 

an intriguing object, use Corepro to reverse project photographs. Impress filters videos. M&et helps 

detectives verify video authenticity. All three Teel Tech Canada tools are free after registration. 

Cognitech offers two video forensic tools. Video Investigator enhances videos for investigations. 

Photogrammetry "auto measure tools" measure scenes & biometrics. Both tools are paid with no free 

trials. Amped Software offers two forensic video analysis programs. Amped Five enhances videos, 

while Amped Authenticate detects fraud. Both Amplify tools require purchase. DiViLine Expert 

Solutions' Forensics Video-FA program detects motion & extracts data from video. Trials cost money. 

https://ohgithub.com/iperov/DeepFaceLab.
https://github.com/YuvalNirkin/fsgan
https://github.com/microsoft/DiscoFaceGAN
https://ohlingzhili.com/FaceShifterPage.com
https://github.com/lattas/AvatarMe
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Video Cleaner also enhances & detects tampering. Free & easy to install. Ocean Systems' investigative 

software improves forensic video footage. Kinesense software augments & recognizes objects. Trial 

versions are available for paid programs. Vocord's Video Expert answers questions using facial 

recognition, video enhancement, verification, & reports. 

Forensic investigators can employ many video tools. Investigators can assess their needs, choose a 

product that fits their dem&s, or use a tool to help them.  

 

CHALLENGES OF VIDEO FORENSICS 

 

Even though the area of video forensics has advanced significantly since a decade ago, some issues still 

exist. These are some of these: 

General challenges 

While analyzing video media content, some similar problems arise in a variety of situations & epochs. 

The following is an explanation of these: 

 Forensics identification 

 Preparation advance in future 

 Connection & recognition 

 New face-recognition and approaches 

 Video best quality issues 

Resource challenges 

Video evidence from multiple sources has created a vast data set. Data volume may limit resources 

(Mohammmed). Due to resource limits, obtaining & assessing forensic evidence takes time (Bhatele). 

Massive data may dem & additional staff. Video forensics also struggles to find technical analysts 

(Karie). Due to hardware constraints, huge videos cannot be saved for forensic examination (P&ey ).  

Legal challenges 

Forensic video analysis may raise privacy problems. Examine the footage without violating the victim's 

or organization's privacy (Mohammmed). Maintaining evidence submission & analysis st & ards is 

another legal challenge for investigators (Caviglione). Forensic investigators face many administrative 

obstacles (Bhatele). Video forensic tools & techniques are making court data acquisition & evaluation 

harder (Karie). Ethics can arise when h&ling sensitive data (Karie).  

Technical challengings 

Evidence integrity analysis is hindered by encryption, steganography, different media formats, & 

analysis (Bhatele). Free encryption software helps the perpetrator hide evidence. Forensic investigators 

must decode data (Mo- hammmed). Video forensics investigators face a growing problem as criminals 

use advanced steganography to hide data (P&ey). New video file formats make investigation difficult 

as technology advances (Caviglione). 
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CONCLUSION 

We evaluated many video forensic methodologies, including general, resource, legal, and technical 

obstacles, as well as DL issues like the theory of DL, constrained datasets, and real-time processing. 

Moreover, we looked at a number of different video forensic methodologies. We also highlighted the 

difficulties that may arise for intelligent IoT devices as machine learning & deep learning become more 

widely used in AI. In addition, an overview of the most effective video forensics tools for investigation 

& analysis was provided. Because of the high dataset resolution & the increased frame rate, there has 

been a lot of progress made in the areas of object detection & tracking. It's possible that in the not-too-

distant future, camera technology may include object tracking that has specialized features that can 

move in the direction of the target. Data gathered from Internet of Things devices & social networks 

can be efficiently categorized as suspicious or routine with the use of lightweight deep learning 

algorithms. 
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